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Introduction

2. Attacking method is more efficient on Char-based model than on Word-based
models.

Method

Recent studies have shown that by generating a series of adversarial
samples can cause a well-trained model to be fooled[1]. As we can see from
the following example, after deleting four letters of the original sentence, we
can flip the prediction of the classifier.
DVD player crapped out
after one year, I also began
having the incorrect disc
problems that I’ve read
about on here. the VCR
still works, but the DVD
side is useless...

DVD player crapped out
afer one year, I also began
having the incorrec disc
problems that I’ve read
about on her. the VCR still
works, but the DVD side is
useess...

99.87% negative

47.22% negative

Recurrent Scoring Algorithm
Input: Input sequence x, Scoring function score_func,
Modification function modif_func, maximum edit distance ϵ
cost = 0
repeat forever:
score each token in x using score_func(·)
alter the token with the greatest score using modif_func(·)
increase cost accordingly
if cost > ϵ or length(x) == 0:
return ATTACK_FAIL
if prediction of x flips:
return x
Original

Model

Occlusion

The LSTM model is consists of
two LSTM layers with hierarchical
attention, which is slightly variant
of the hierarchical LSTM model
proposed by Zichao Yang etc.[4]

I am from Hong Kong I am ____ Hong Kong
Char-based I love computer science I lov_ computer science
I am from Hong Kong I am f_om Hong Kong

I am Hong Kong
I lov computer science
I am fom Hong Kong

Illustration of scoring
token ‘science’ using
different scoring
functions. The score is
equal to the prediction
probability of the blue
part minus the prediction
probability of the orange
part.

Experiment
Evaluation Metrics: The decrease of accuracy after the model being attacked

1. Compare scoring functions on different models with different maximum
edit distance.

Figure 1. the structure of char-CNN

Word-based models are more robust since the attacking method is less efficient
on word-based models
3. Comparison among delete-m
functions as value of m varies

4. Comparison between deletion and
occlusion
Char-CNN

Table 1. Different modification functions

Figure 4. Scoring functions

Figure 9. Word-CNN model

Deletion

Word-based I love computer science I ____ computer science I computer science

In this project, we choose three models, include word-based LSTM [2],
word-based CNN [3] and character-based CNN [4] to evaluate our attack
strategies. The character-based CNN model is 9 layers with 6 convolutional
layers and 3 fully-connected layers.
The word-based CNN model is similar to the character-based CNN
model, plus an extra word embedding layer.

Figure 8. Char-CNN model
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DEL: Deletion

Figure 10. Delete-m

• There is some strategies that
outperform the greedy one in the
black-box scenario.
• Worth further investigations

Word-CNN

OCL: Occlusion

Deletion and occlusion have the same
attacking effect.

Conclusion
• Word-based models are more robust than character-based models in terms of
accuracy decrease under the same constraint on maximum edit distance.
• Delete-m scoring functions may outperform the greedy algorithm.
• Deletion and occlusion have the same effects.
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Figure 5. Char-CNN model

Figure 2. the structure of word-CNN

• Word-based models are more
robust than character-based one
• Delete-1 scoring function is the
best one among the four functions.

Figure 3. the structure of Bi-LSTM

Dataset
All these models are trained on Amazon Review Polarity Dataset, which
is a binary classification dataset. Each class has 1,800,000 training samples
and 200,000 testing samples.

Figure 6. Word-CNN model

Figure 7. LSTM model
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